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Micah McLuhan describes the exciting new products the church has originated and how it

raises funds, from The Spray-On Condom, Tither's Trading Stamps, Stations of the Cross Golf

Courses and many more.He explains how prayer, miracles, evangelism, The Great

Commission, Blessed Assurance and Augmented Commandments have evolved

technologically from micro-chipping ostriches to provide a faith which is comfortable and

profitable for everyone - including the church.In what some people today think is a slide from

Absolute Truth to making it easier to be good through by adapting what works in business,

politics and technology McLuhan points the ""way forward"" in accomplishing ""The Lord's

work.”Written by award winning author, cartoonist and podcaster, Dick Harrison, THE FEEL

GOOD CHURCH will leave you laughing - and, perhaps, thinking.For a few, with an ""ultra-

traditional"" sense of humor, it may be a shocker. For a few of the faithful with an ""ultra-liberal""

point of few view, it may cause them to say, ""Hey! That sounds a little like my church!""



LEGAL:This article is for your personal use only. You do not have the rights, implied or

expressed to share the contents in any format.COPYRIGHT 2015: RICHARD HARRISONALL

RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this book may be reproduced or trasmitted in any form

whatsoever, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording system without the

express written consent of the author.PERMISSIONS: No part of this book maybe reproduced

or shared without the express written consent of Richard Harrison. Contact

shamrock5681@gmail.com if you have interest in quoting from this information.A Glimpse of

the FutureTHE FEEL GOOD CHURCHMulti-level Evangelism & Augmented Commandments

Blab DV Interviews the Rev. Micah McLuhanIt should be noted this interview with the Reverend

Micah McLuhan is taking place in 2037. It assumes you are aware of the technological

advances that will have been made by that time. The last printed newspaper folded, pardon the

pun, seven years prior, because virtually no one anywhere in the civilized world, such as it

was, received news that way. Only 3DVision, smart phones, texts, tweets, Facebook, or

SuperNet, once called the Internet, survived.No one drove gas-guzzling cars, the last of which

were confiscated by the “Administration” - which had replaced “Government”. Everyone rode in

SPVs, solar powered vehicles. Anyone without a vehicle was given one by the

Administration.Traffic fatalities were a problem that virtually disappeared, except in the rare

instances in which the radar keeping the new vehicles from touching one another failed and an

accident happened. That kind of occurrence insurance companies still called “an act of

God.”Restrictions on texting or talking on smart phones while “driving” had been repealed by

executive order, and though vehicles still had windshields, most people didn’t watch other

vehicles through them. They watched 3DVision projected there, just as in the old days when

there were warplanes and the pilots could see all the necessary information to fly, target, and

destroy their enemy on their cabin wind screens.TV, as it used to be called, changed a lot since

the old days. The major change came when a group of investors got together to form FUN –

Facts Universal Network. FUN DV, as most called it, came about in a series of quickly

accomplished acquisitions of the then existing TV networks. Fox News had continued to

dominate the field of its competitors, until one by one they went off the air. Thanks to his ever

growing popularity, and the previously unheard of publishing success of his Killing Books, for

the first time since Gutenberg out-sold the Bible, Bill O’Reilly was able to buy Fox. The series of

“Killing” books that followed Killing Christ made him wealthier than Walmart, after it had been

rebranded AllMart.
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Gordon Kuhn, “A great book written by a great person.. Dick Harrison is an incredible artist,

writer, comedian. I highly recommend this book to anyone with a sense of humor and to those

who don't have it I say, perhaps this book will help you find one. Great book.I have come back

to add to my review after reading this book of Mr. Harrison and one other for the second time.

His imagery of the future blending of church, state, the internet, and technology is humorous

but startling as well. He is spot on when it comes to the downward spiral of the church in its

relationship to the masses (no pun intended). His understanding of and in depth humorous

study of what is taking place and will take place over the next 13 years is insightful and a bit

frightening for the traditional Christian.The book is an interview between Amazon and one

Reverend McLuhan who has been dumped by three congregations for his radical ideas and

especially for having rewritten the 10 commandments.McLuhan is the Director of

Eccumunication for The Conglomerate Church and proudly discusses the changes that have

taken place within the church over the years including products offered such as a Three Speed

Electric Rosary, Spray on Condoms, and The Communion Vend-O-Mat. But there is far more in

this short essay of what the future holds. It is well worth your time and your purchase. You

won't regret it.”

Bassman Cometh, “A humorous read and great addition to anyone's library!. A hilarious

perspective envisioned by Mr Harrison as what could be the closest thing to a "secular church,"

and definitely a humorous futuristic view.  Well written!”

Jane Crosbie, “Five Stars. I am a big Dick Harrison fan and enjoyed this book along with his

others.”

Martha Jette, “Author offers hilarious look at a new church in 2027. The new Conglomerate

Church in the year 2027 takes the appeal of the Internet to a brand new level. This church

captures believers of various stripes by offering them a ‘quick fix’ for their prayers, not to

mention the easiest way possible to unload their confessions.Since people already know how

to pray, all they have to do is fill out their request, drop it into a prayer box at their local church,

temple, synagogue, etc. and a speedy answer can come by email, Twitter message, Facebook

post or even Linked-In message – whatever a person prefers!“If they have a computer, they

can go straight in – email boldly before the throne,” Harrison writes.He shows the influence of

Marshall McLuhan, a Canadian philosopher and writer that most everyone, including myself,

became familiar with in high school. McLuhan who wrote such books as The Global Village

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan#The_Global_Village) in which he predicted that

individual newspapers would eventually be replaced by an electronic media that would bring

the world closer together, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (1964) (http://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Understanding_Media:_The_Extensions_of_Man), about the influence of

the communications media of the time and The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic

Man (1961) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gutenberg_Galaxy), which took a serious look at

‘communications technology’ and what its effects might be in the future.Like McLuhan,

Harrison chose to imagine what the computer and digital age might bring in the realm of

churches and religion but with a decidedly comical bent. Now we all know that no church can

sustain itself unless people pay their tithes. In the case of The Conglomerate Church, people

pay for their prayers and it even offers a two-for-one deal to keep the money rolling in.To further

fill the coffers, the church sells a variety of items to its happy parishioners around the world

such as it’s popular Three Speed Electric Rosary (to cut penance time in half!) and



Confessional Saunas where those health-minded folks can go to cleanse their bodies and their

souls!You will find yourself laughing at every turn of the page in this lighthearted look at what

church life could be in the future. You will be in stitches reading about the church’s new appeal

to young people with Spray-On-Condoms, their choices for sainthood and the hilarious

Augmented Commandments.Obviously, Harrison put a great deal of thought into developing

this book. Add a huge doses of humor throughout and this book becomes an easy read that

you’ll want to enjoy more than once!Harrison is an award winning author, cartoonist and

podcaster who has published a variety of works – always maintaining his witty and charming

sense of humor.For more information on The Future Church – Revelations Revised, go to http://

forwhoeverlovestoread.blogspot.ca/2013/03/a-glimpse-of-future-church-revelation.html.”

Martha Jette, “Author offers hilarious look at a new church in 2027. The new Conglomerate

Church in the year 2027 takes the appeal of the Internet to a brand new level. This church

captures believers of various stripes by offering them a ‘quick fix’ for their prayers, not to

mention the easiest way possible to unload their confessions.Since people already know how

to pray, all they have to do is fill out their request, drop it into a prayer box at their local church,

temple, synagogue, etc. and a speedy answer can come by email, Twitter message, Facebook

post or even Linked-In message – whatever a person prefers!“If they have a computer, they

can go straight in – email boldly before the throne,” Harrison writes.He shows the influence of

Marshall McLuhan, a Canadian philosopher and writer that most everyone, including myself,

became familiar with in high school. McLuhan who wrote such books as The Global Village

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan#The_Global_Village) in which he predicted that

individual newspapers would eventually be replaced by an electronic media that would bring

the world closer together, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (1964) (http://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Understanding_Media:_The_Extensions_of_Man), about the influence of

the communications media of the time and The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic

Man (1961) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gutenberg_Galaxy), which took a serious look at

‘communications technology’ and what its effects might be in the future.Like McLuhan,

Harrison chose to imagine what the computer and digital age might bring in the realm of

churches and religion but with a decidedly comical bent. Now we all know that no church can

sustain itself unless people pay their tithes. In the case of The Conglomerate Church, people

pay for their prayers and it even offers a two-for-one deal to keep the money rolling in.To further

fill the coffers, The Conglomerate Church sells a variety of items to its happy parishioners

around the world such as it’s popular Three Speed Electric Rosary (to cut penance time in

half!) and Confessional Saunas where those health-minded folks can go to cleanse their

bodies and their souls!You will find yourself laughing at every turn of the page in this

lighthearted look at what church life could be in the future. You will be in stitches reading about

the church’s new appeal to young people with Spray-On-Condoms, their choices for sainthood

and the hilarious Augmented Commandments.Obviously, Harrison put a great deal of thought

into developing this book. Add a huge doses of humor throughout and this book becomes an

easy read that you’ll want to enjoy more than once!Harrison is an award winning author,

cartoonist and podcaster who has published a variety of works – always maintaining his witty

and charming sense of humor.For more information on The Future Church – Revelations

Revised, go to http://forwhoeverlovestoread.blogspot.ca/2013/03/a-glimpse-of-future-church-

revelation.html.”

The book by Dick Harrison has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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